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SECURING JAPAN
Tokyo's Grand Strategy and the
Future of East Asia
RICHARD J. SAMUELS

"Samuels links Japan's current strategic
thinking and policy to its past history,
dissects the domestic strategic de-
bate, and explores the various factors
that will shape Japan's new strategic
consensus."

—Mike M. Mochizuki,
The George Washington University

$29.95 CLOTH | CORNELL STUDIES IN SECURITY AFFAIRS

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF
GRAND STRATEGY
KEVIN NARIZNY

"A valuable account of how partisan-
ship shapes grand strategy. Drawing
on the history of American and British
statecraft, Narizny helps us under-
stand why changes in party control at
home so often lead nations to redefine
their interests abroad."

—Peter Trubowitz, UT Austin
$24 .95 PAPER | CORNELL STUDIES IN SECURITY AFFAIRS

New in Paperback

THE IDEOLOGICAL ORIGINS OF
GREAT POWER POLITICS, 1789-1989
MARK L. HAAS

"Haas makes a strong case for the inclu-
sion of ideological factors, specifically
distance, in examining and predicting
the behavior of leaders of nation-states
toward each other."

—Perspectives in Politics
$19 .95 PAPER I CORNELL STUDIES IN SECURITY AFFAIRS

CORNELL
UNIVERSITY PRESS

BANKING ON SMALL BUSINESS
Microfinance in Contemporary Russia
GAIL BUYSKE

"Buyske is a convincing advocate for
the view that microfinance is a highly
adaptive and versatile vehicle for lend-
ing.in developing countries, challeng-
ing the commonly held notions that
microfinance is useful only for poverty
lending or only for very small loans to
individuals."

—Charles W. Calomins,
Columbia Business School

$35.00 CLOTH

THE BEST SYSTEM MONEY CAN BUY
Corruption in the European Union
CAROLYN M. WARNER

"With striking evidence and powerful
reasoning, Warner shows how privati-
zation, decentralization, and economic
integration have fostered new forms
and sustained old forms of corruption
in the wealthy democracies of Western
Europe. Anyone who thinks corruption
is primarily a problem of emerging
democracies needs to read this book."

—Larry Diamond, Hoover Institution
$29.95 CLOTH

REGULATING CAPITAL
Setting Standards for the
International Financial System
DAVID ANDREW SINGER

"In a world where capital flows freely
across national borders, financial sta-
bility depends on international regula-
tory cooperation. Singer has produced
the best account to date of the political
dynamics that produce success and
failure in this crucial domain."

-Miles Kahler, UC San Diego
$29.95 CLOTH I CORNELL STUDIES IN MONEY

1-800-666-2211
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CORNELL
UNIVERSITY PRESS

The Peace
of Illusions

CAPITALISM WITHOUT DEMOCRACY
The Private Sector in
Contemporary China
KELLEES.TSAI

"In showing how Chinese private
entrepreneurs, through 'adaptive
informal institutions/ have promoted
fundamental ideological and institu-
tional transformation, Tsai makes an
important contribution both to our
understanding of contemporary
Chinese political economy and to
larger comparative debates."

—Elizabeth J. Perry, Harvard University
$55.00 CLOTH/$21 .00 PAPER

WINNERS WITHOUT LOSERS
Why Americans Should Care More about
Global Economic Policy
EDWARD J. LINCOLN

"Winners without Losers speaks to a
broad audience, and conveys a truth
that ought to be self-evident: that sixty
years of positive economic change
have made our planet a fundamentally
different and less dangerous place.
Economic growth and interdepen-
dence have made war unthinkable
among the very advanced industrial
nations that were mired in conflict
early in the twentieth century. This is
very important. It is also, as Edward J.
Lincoln notes, a truth neglected or un-
der-recognized by our national leaders
and by many scholars of international
relations. In telling that story and
addressing its implications, Lincoln
writes with clarity and purpose."
—I. M. Destler, University of Maryland

$27.95 CLOTH | A COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS BOOK

New in Paperback

THE PEACE OF ILLUSIONS
American Grand Strategy from
1940 to the Present

CHRISTOPHER LAYNE

"The Peace of Illusions combines deep
historical reading with rigorous theory-
building and bold policy prescriptions.
It is undoubtedly the most serious
scholarly argument in many years for
a U.S. policy of strategic disengage-
ment, and should be considered re-
quired reading for students of interna-
tional relations."

—Perspectives on Politics
$29.95 CLOTH | CORNELL STUDIES IN SECURITY AFFAIRS

New in Paperback

CALCULATING CREDIBILITY
How Leaders Assess Military Threats
DARYL G. PRESS

"In Calculating Credibility, Daryl Press
takes on a major issue in the field of
security studies: the role of reputation
in decision makers' assessments of
military threats.... By casting serious
doubt on the claim that decision mak-
ers rely heavily on their adversaries'
past behavior when judging credibility,
Press has made a real contribution to
our understanding of threat percep-

—International Studies Review
$19.95 PAPER | CORNELL STUDIES IN SECURITY AFFAIRS

'RESS.CORNELL.EDU 1-800-666-22
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Bounded Rationality
and Policy Diffusion
Social Sector Reform in

Latin America

Kurt Weyland

"Well organized and well written, this book
makes two broad contributions to our
understanding of the diffusion of social sector
policies, and more generally to the comparative
politics of public policy."
—Joan M. Nelson, Princeton University

Paper $24.95 978-0-691-13471-0
Cloth $60.00 978-0-691-12974-7

Where Nation-States
Come From
Instiiution.il Change in

ihc A«c «f Xarion.jli.sm

Philip (,. Roeder

"This ii an original, rigorous, and indeed
fa.scin.uing book. . . . It is relevant to &
remaikuble range of debates in comparative and
international politics; u> thmc who work on
nationalism, state-building, and democratization;
and lo specialises in horh sub-Saharan Africa and
posuomniunist t.uriiia.'
- -Valerie Huncc, Cornell University

440 pages. 18 line illui 36 tables 6x9
Paper S.29.95 978-0 69--H46/3
Ctoth S7000 97R-0 69'-12728*

State Death
The Politics and Geography
of Conquest, Occupation,
and Annexation

Tanisha M. Fazal

"State Death is a pathbreaking study. . . .
Tanisha Fazal deserves enormous credit for
introducing the discipline of international
relations to what should have been a topic of
long-standing interest."
—David A. Lake,
University of California, San Diego

320 pages. 11 line illus. 20 tables. 8 maps. 6x9.
Paper $27.95 978-0-691-13460-4
Cloth $60.00 978-0-691-12986-0

Appeasing Bankers
I-inanciJtl Caution oil

the Road to War

Jonathan Kirshner

"Jonathan Kirihner jniully manages the difikuh
i ask of balancing rich and engaging historical
derail with cogent analytic force. . . . Thi> book
promise!, m become a cl.is.sic of international
political economy.'
—Jacqueline Best, University of Ottawa

Princeton Studies in International History and PolitKi
Thomai J Chmtemen, G. John Ikenberry S Mane Tmchtenbay,
serin editors
Paper S2415 978-0-691 13*61-1
Cloth $65.00 978-0-S91-13144-3 Due December
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New books from The MIT Press
The Healthcare Fix
Universal Insurance for All Americans
Laurence J. Kotlikoff
"Whether or not you agree with [Kotlikoff's] pro-
posals, the importance of the question, and the
brilliant defense of his solution, make this book
a must read for both health policy professionals
and interested citizens." —Thomas R. Saving,
Trustee of the Social Security and Medicare Trust
Funds, and Department of Economics, Texas A &
M University
135 pp. $17.95 cloth

Digital Citizenship
The Internet, Society, and Participation
Karen Mossberger, Caroline J. Tolbert,
and Ramona S. McNeal
"Provides an empirically rich, analytically sophisti-
cated survey of the many dimensions of citizen-
ship in the digital age. . . .essential reading on the
subject." — Bruce Bimber, University of California,
Santa Barbara
272 pp., 1 illus. $19 paper

Governance and
Information Technology
From Electronic Government
to Information Government
edited by Viktor Mayer-Schonberger
and David Lazer
"These essays provide a deeper understanding of
the ways information flows within government and
between government and citizens. If knowledge is
power, this is a powerful book." — Joseph S. Nye
Jr, Harvard University, author of Soft Power
352 pp., 19 illus. $15 paper

NGO Diplomacy
The Influence of Nongovernmental
Organizations in International
Environmental Negotiations
edited by Michele M. Betsill and Elisabeth Corell
foreword by Felix Dodds
Provides an analytical framework for assessing
the impact of NGOs on intergovernmental negotia-
tions on the environment and identifying the fac-
tors that determine the degree of NGO influence.
256 pp., 11 illus. $20 paper

To order call 800-405-1619.

http://mitpress.mit.edu

Uniting Against Terror
Cooperative Nonmilitary Responses
to the Global Terrorist Threat
edited by David Cortright and George A. Lopez
foreword by The Honorable Lee H. Hamilton
"Thought provoking. . . .provides a comprehen-
sive overview of current multilateral efforts and
initiatives, and proposes a sound and practical
way forward in order to improve counterterrorism
efforts world-wide." — Karin von Hippel, Co-
Director, Post-Conflict Reconstruction Program,
CSIS, Washington, DC
352 pp., 1 illus. $25 paper

Peace Parks
Conservation and Conflict Resolution
edited by Saleem H. AH
foreword by Julia Marton-LeFevre
"Demonstrates a powerful instrument for achiev-
ing peace, one constructed at the intersection
of science, environment, and international
relations." — Edward 0. Wilson, Museum of
Comparative Zoology, Harvard University
432 pp., 20 illus. $29 paper

now in paperback

Globalization
and Its Enemies
Daniel Cohen
"Daniel Cohen's breathtaking tour of globaliza-
tion across the centuries is supremely entertain-
ing and provocative. He punctures cherished
myths and offers cool common sense and wis-
dom in the midst of hysterical debates. A must
read!" — William Easterly, New York University,
author of The Elusive Quest for Growth and The
White Man's Burden
256 pp. $13.95 paper

now in paperback

Latin America's Political
Economy of the Possible
Beyond Good Revolutionaries
and Free-Marketeers
Javier Santiso, foreword by Andres Velasco
"A beautiful and elegant book. A well-argued and
convincing thesis: that after centuries of dream
chasing, pragmatism has come to Latin America.
One passionately hopes that it will not go away."
— Olivier Blanchard, MIT
256 pp. $13.95 paper
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DEMOCRACY

Promoting
Democracy
in the
Americas
edited by
Thomas Legler,
Sharon F. Lean,
and Dexter S.
Boniface

"A comprehensive
and solid analysis of the ups and downs
of democracy promotion in the Americas.
It shows how much the democracy cause
has gained ground in the region since the
historic 1991 OAS Santiago Commitment
to Democracy, but it also demonstrates the
failures and shortcomings of this process,
as well as the challenges that lie ahead in
the defense and promotion of representa-
tive democracy in the Americas."
—Heraldo Munoz, Ambassador of Chile to
the United Nations
$24.95 paperback

The Globalizers
Development Workers in Action

Jeffrey T. Jackson

'An admirable study of the development
machinery in Honduras . . . A wonderful
and compelling guide through the world
of development. This work should get
students, scholars, and the general public
to seriously rethink it as anything but chari-
table, temporary, or minimal in its import."
—American Journal of Sociology

Johns Hopkins Studies in Globalization:
Christopher Chase-Dunn, Series Editor

$35.00 paperback

Defending Democracy
Reactions to Extremism in Interwar
Europe

Giovanni Capoccia

Winner, Best Book on European Politics,
European Politics and Society Section,
American Political Science Association

"Capoccia's exploration is both informative
and provocative . . . would equally benefit
students and scholars of democratic gov-
ernment, interwar Europe and the survival
and breakdown of democratic regimes."
—Political Studies Review
$30.00 paperback

The State
of India's
Democracy
edited by
Sumit Ganguly,
Larry Diamond,
and Marc F.
Plattner

The newest
volume in the
acclaimed Journal
of Democracy series examines the state of
India's democracy. As India marks its six-
tieth year of independence, it has become
an ever more important object of study for
scholars of comparative democracy. It has
long stood out as a remarkable excep-
tion to theories holding that low levels of
economic development and high levels of
social diversity pose formidable obstacles
to the successful establishment and main-
tenance of democratic government.
A Journal of Democracy Book
$18.95 paperback

The Johns Hopkins University Press
1-800-537-5487 • www.press.jhu.edu
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